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Abstract: Day by Day there is an increase in internet users
which leads to increase in traffic in the network, this requires
the balancing of the load in the network on the servers by
different Load balancing techniques. If we review on the load
balancing techniques , there are several possibilities to
enhance and improvised the techniques. Few techniques that
are already defined are round robin algorithm (static load
balancing),Weighted Round Robin algorithm and Least Load
algorithm(Dynamic Load Balancing). A researcher named
D.Chitra Devi .et .al has given the concept of improved
weighted round robin algorithm(IWRR) which gives much
better response as compared to simple round robin algorithm.
Another researcher Rashmi saini.et.al suggested the hybrid of
round robin algorithm and least Load Algorithm. So, my
proposed work is to hybrid the IWRR algorithm with Least
Load Algorithm which gives much more improvised results as
compared to both of their work as IWRR algorithm also
consider the length of task on the priority basis.
Keywords: Load Balancing, weighted round robin, improved
weighted round robin algorithm, least load algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1 shows the concept of Load Balancing and scheduling
design. Figure shows the job request is given by the user
through the interface and passed to the task manager for
dependency and independent task analysis .Then the job is
given to scheduler. The scheduler has the logic to find out the
most suitable server and assign the task to the servers based
on the algorithms.Other than the scheduler ,there is a load
balancer ,the function of it is to decide the migration of the
task from a heavily loaded server to an ideal server or least
loaded server.
Also ,the Resource monitor communicates with all the
machine’s resource prober and collects the machine
capabilities, current load on each machine and number of jobs
in execution /waiting queue in each machine .
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Fig 1: Scheduling and load balancing design[9]
Next thing to be considered is the algorithms for scheduling
and load balancing.
1 )Dynamic Load Balancing
In dynamic load balancing , work load is distributed among
the processors at runtime. The master assigns new processes
to the slaves based on the new information collected.
Least Load Algorithm[23]:
Algorithm:
BEGIN PROCEDURE LEAST_LOAD_ALGO
SET array ERVERS={s1,s2,s3……sn};
SET array SERVER_LOAD={l1,l2,l3….ln};
WHILE(request) DO
Integer POS=FIND_MIN(SERVER_LOAD);
GOTOSERVER[pos];
END WHILE
END PROCEDURE
BEGIN PROCEDURE FIND_MIN(SERVER_LOAD[1 to
n])
Set Integer POS=0;
For I=1 ti n-1 do
IFSERVER_LOAD[POS]>SERVER_LOAD[I]THEN
POS=I;
E ND I F
RETURN POS;
END PROCEDURE
The above algorithm uses the policy of Shortest Remaining
Processing Time which is the optimal algorithm for
minimizing mean response time. The job that has the least
remaining process time will be served.
But the problem in this policy is that , the jobs with the larger
size may be waiting for a while and dispatcher or load
balancer must know the size of job s beforehand.
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Figure2 : Least Load for client request.[23]
2) Static Load Balancing
In static Load balancing, the processor’s performance is
determined at the beginning of the execution. Then only the
work load is distributed to the processors at the start level
according to the performance determined. At the initial stage ,
the processors are considered to be unloaded. It sends
message to all the remote processors regarding new the load
state, if the load state of the processor exceeds a load level
limit. If it is not overloaded than the process is allocated
locally.
Round Robin[23]: Round robin is a simple continuous
looping fashion technique , in which the user’s content access
request is responded to by the load balance in the rotational
manner, the first access grant access to the first available
content server giving its IP Address and second to the second
server IP Address and so on. Whenever a server IP Address is
given,
instantly
its
IP
Address is moved back to the list of available IP Addresses
and gradually it moves back to the top of the list and becomes
available again.

Weighted Round Robin Algorithm[9]:
In this algorithm, the resource capabilities of the machines are
considered and the machines having the higher capacity
assigns the higher number of tasks which is based on the
weightage given to each machines.
But the problem is that it does not consider the length of the
tasks to select the appropriate machine.
Improved Weighted Round Robin Algorithm[9]:
D.Chitra Devi .et.al states that the IWRR algorithm is the
most optimal Algorithm and it allocates the job to the most
suitable machine based on the machine’s information like its
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processing capacity , load on the machine and the length of
the arrived tasks with its priority. The static scheduling of this
algorithm uses the processing capacity of the machine, the
number of incoming tasks, and the length of each task to
decide the allocation on the appropriate machine.
The dynamic scheduling (at run time) of this algorithm
additionally uses the load on each of the VMs along with the
information mentioned above to decide the allocation of the
task to the appropriate machine .There is a probability at run
time that, in some of the cases, the task may take longer
execution time than the initial calculation due to the execution
of more number of cycles (like a loop) on the same
instructions based on the complicated run time data.
In such situations, the load balancer rescues the scheduling
controller and rearranges the jobs according to the idle slot
available in the other unutilized/underutilized machines by
moving a waiting job from the heavily loaded machines.
Nature of Load Balancing[23]
Co-operative: In the cooperative situation all processors have
the accountability to carry out its own portion of the
scheduling task, but all processors work together to achieve a
goal of better efficiency. In the non-cooperative individual
processors act as independent entities and arrive at decisions
about the use of their resources without any effect of their
decision on the rest of the system.
Process Migration: Process migration parameter provides
when a system decides to export a process. It decides whether
to create it locally or create it on a remote processing element.
The algorithm is capable to decide that it should make
changes of load distribution during execution of process or
not.
Resource Utilization: Resource utilization include automatic
load balancing A distributed system may have unexpected
number of processes that demand more processing power. If
the algorithm is capable to utilize resources, they can be
moved to under loaded processors more efficiently.
Limitations of Round Robin and Least Load Algorithm
Both the Load Balancing Algorithms of Round Robin and
Least Load Algorithms works good in particular criteria but
also have certain limitations. The main disadvantage of
Round Robin is that it is simple and runs fast but when it
comes to load balancing of various sizes and complexity of
load or request , there is a lack in precision ,where as in Least
Load Algorithm , the load at particular server is considered
before distributing it to the server , which results in decreasing
efficiency of the system when only a set of servers gets load
in case of sparse load condition thereby leaving some of the
systems idol.

Table 1:Comparison of Load Balancing Algorithms [23]
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Table 2:Comparison among Round Robin ,Weighted Round
Robin,IWRR ,Least Load
Hybrid of IWRR algorithm and Least Load Algorithm
Following features can be considered in the hybrid of two:
1)Before sending the request to the corresponding server ,it
considers the server load.
2)Oversee the previously selected server
3)In the next server load decision this helps the selected
server not to participate.
4)The sparse requests can be easily distributed among the n
servers, more evenly .
5)Also , IWRR is both static and dynamic as well as it will
consider the length of the tasks with its priority, processor
capacity
BEGIN PROCEDURE HYBRID ALGO
SET static integer PRIORITY=0
SET static integer TASK_LENGTH=0
SET array SERVERS={S1,S2,S3,S4,…SN}
SET array SERVER_LOAD={L1,L2,L3….,Ln}
WHILE (request) DO
IntegerPOS={FIND(FIND_MIN-H(SERVER_LOAD,TAS
K_LENGTH))(FIND_MAX-H(PRIORITY))}
TASK_LENGTH+PRIORITY=POS;
GOTOSERVER[POS];
END WHILE
END PROCEDURE
B E GI N
PROCEDURE
FIND(FIND_MIN-H(SERVER_LOAD(1
TO
N),TASK_LENGTH))(FIND_MAX-H(PRIORITY))
SET integer POS =0;
For I =1 to n-1 do
If I=PRIORITY+TASK_LENGTH THEN
CONTINUE;
E ND I F
ELSE IF SERVER_LOAD [POS]>SERVER_LOAD [I]
T HE N
POS=I;
END ELSE IF
RETURN POS;
END PROCEDURE

TABLE4 LEAST LOAD[23]

TABLE 5 HYBRID OF ROUND ROBIN AND LEAST
LOAD[23]
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RESULT AND ANALYSIS
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Figure 3[9]: Execution Completion time
Above tables shows the comparisons of all algorithms
whether single or hybrid. The first table data represents that
the main server has 8 busy threads where as server 1 has only
2 threads that means the threads are not evenly distributed.
Table 2 represents the least load algorithm , which shows that
as compared to round robin ,least load algorithm is much
better. Table 3 is the hybrid of the two which gives the better
result as proved by Rashmi Saini.et al. Table 4 and figure3
shows the efficiency of IWRR algorithm. Table 4 represents
that using IWRR algorithm and Least Load algorithm as a
hybrid will give better results.
CONCLUSION:
From the above tables and graphs , and discussed theory of
IWRR algorithm, it is concluded that a hybrid of IWRR and
Least Load Algorithm will give better results as compared to
a hybrid of RR and Least Load Algorithm or simple RR or
Least Load Algorithm as in IWRR algorithm both Length of
task and priority is also considered, which leads to better
results.
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